The direct detection rate for supersymmetric cold dark matter (CDM) particles is calculated for a number of suitable nuclear targets. Both the coherent and spin contributions are considered. By considering representative phenomenologically acceptable input in the restricted SUSY parameter space, detectable rates are predicted for some choices of the parameters. The modulation effect, due to the Earth's annual motion, has also been considered and found to be ≤ 4%. Its precise value depends on the mass of CDM particles (LSP) and the structure of the target.
Introduction
There are many arguments supporting the fact that, the cold dark matter of the universe, i.e. its component which is composed of particles which were non-relativistic at the time of structure formation, is at least 60%. [1] There are two interesting cold dark matter candidates: i) Massive Compact Halo Objects (MACHO's) and ii) Weak Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP's). The MACHO's cannot exceed 40% of the CDM component. [2, 3] In the present work we discuss a special WIMP candidate connected with the supersymmetry, i.e. the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP).
We examine the possibility to directly detect the LSP [4] - [17] via the recoiling of a nucleus (A,Z) in the elastic scattering process:
(χ denotes the LSP). In this investigation, we proceed with the following steps:
1) We write down the effective Lagrangian at the elementary particle (quark) level obtained in the framework of supersymmetry as described in Refs. [3] - [11] 2) We go from the quark to the nucleon level using an appropriate quark model for the nucleon. Special attention in this step is paid to the scalar couplings, which dominate the coherent part of the cross section and the isoscalar axial current, which, as we will see, strongly depend on the assumed quark model. [10] 3) We compute the relevant nuclear matrix elements [18] - [25] using as reliable as possible many body nuclear wave functions hoping that, by putting as accurate nuclear physics input as possible, one will be able to constrain the SUSY parameters as much as possible.
4)
We calculate the modulation of the cross sections due to the earth's revolution around the sun by a folding procedure assuming a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution [3] of velocities for LSP.
There are many popular targets [26] - [30] for LSP detection as e.g. 19 F , 23 Na, 27 Al, 29 Si, 40 Ca, 73,74 Ge, 127 I, 207 P b, etc. Among them 207 P b has been recently proposed [5] as a theoretical laboratory. Furthermore, it can be an important detector, since its spin matrix element, especially the isoscalar one, does not exhibit large quenching as that of the light and up to now much studied 29 Si and 73 Ge nuclei. [18] Our purpose is to calculate LSP-nucleus scattering cross section using some representative input in the restricted SUSY parameter space, [11] - [14, 30, 31] to compute the coherent LSP-nucleus scattering cross sections throughout the periodic table and study the spin matrix elements of 207 P b, since this target, in addition to its experimental qualifications, has the advantage of a rather simple nuclear structure. We compare our results to those obtained [18] for other proposed cold dark matter detection targets. We finally present results obtained by using new input SUSY parameters [31] obtained in a phenomenologically allowed parameter space.
Effective Lagrangian
Before proceeding with the construction of the effective Lagrangian we will briefly discuss the nature of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) focusing on those ingredients which are of interest to dark matter.
2.1
The nature of LSP In currently favorable supergravity models the LSP is a linear combination [3, 4] of the neutral four fermionsB,W 3 ,H 1 andH 2 which are the supersymmetric partners of the gauge bosons B µ and W 3 µ and the Higgs scalars H 1 and H 2 . Admixtures of s-neutrinos are expected to be negligible.
In the above basis the mass-matrix takes the form [3, 32] 
In the above expressions c W = cosθ W , s W = sinθ W , c β = cosβ, s β = sinβ, where tanβ = υ 2 / υ 1 is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs scalars H 2 and H 1 . µ is a dimensionful coupling constant which is not specified by the theory (not even its sign). The parameters tanβ, M 1 , M 2 , µ are determined by the procedure of Refs. [30, 31] using universal masses of the GUT scale.
By diagonalizing the above matrix we obtain a set of eigenvalues m j and the diagonalizing matrix
Another possibility to express the above results in photino-zino basisγ,Z viã
In the absence of supersymmetry breaking (M 1 = M 2 = M and µ = 0) the photino is one of the eigenstates with mass M. One of the remaining eigenstates has a zero eigenvalue and is a linear combination ofH 1 andH 2 with mixing angle sinβ. In the presence of SUSY breaking terms thẽ B,W 3 basis is superior since the lowest eigenstate χ 1 or LSP is primarilyB. From our point of view the most important parameters are the mass m x of LSP and the mixings C j1 , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 which yield the χ 1 content of the initial basis states. These parameters which are relevant here are shown in Table 1 .
We are now in a position to find the interaction of χ 1 with matter. We distinguish three possibilities involving Z-exchange, s-quark exchange and Higgs exchange.
2.2
The relevant Feynman diagrams
The Z-exchange contribution
This can arise from the interaction of Higgsinos with Z which can be read from Eq. C86 of Ref. [32] 
Using Eq. (3) and the fact that for Majorana particlesχγ µ χ = 0, we obtain
which leads to the effective 4-fermion interaction (see Fig. 1 )
where the extra factor of 2 comes from the Majorana nature of χ 1 . The neutral hadronic current J Z λ is given by
at the nucleon level it can be written as
Thus we can write
where
and
with g V = 1.0, g A = 1.24. We can easily see that
Note that the suppression of this Z-exchange interaction compared to the ordinary neutral current interactions arises from the smallness of the mixings C 31 and C 41 , a consequence of the fact that the Higgsinos are normally quite a bit heavier than the gauginos. Furthermore, the two Higgsinos tend to cancel each other.
The s-quark mediated interaction
The other interesting possibility arises from the other two components of χ 1 , namelyB andW 3 . Their corresponding couplings to s-quarks can be read from the appendix C4 of Ref. [32] They are
whereq are the scalar quarks (SUSY partners of quarks). A summation over all quark flavors is understood. Using Eq. (3) we can write the above equation in the χ i basis. Of interest to us here is the part
The above interaction is almost diagonal in the quark flavor. There exists, however, mixing between the s-quarksq L andq R (of the same flavor) i.e.
Thus Eq. (18) becomes
The effective four fermion interaction, Fig. 1 , takes the form
The above effective interaction can be written as
The first term involves quarks of the same chirality and is not much effected by the mixing (provided that it is small). The second term involves quarks of opposite chirality and is proportional to the s-quark mixing.
i) The part L LL+RR ef f
Employing a Fierz transformation L LL+RR ef f can be cast in the more convenient form
The factor of 2 comes from the majorana nature of LSP and the (-1/2) comes from the Fierz transformation. Equation (25) can be written more compactly as
The above parameters are functions of the four-momentum transfer which in our case is negligible. Proceeding as in Sec. 2.2.1 we can obtain the effective Lagrangian at the nucleon level as
with
We should note that this interaction is more suppressed than the ordinary weak interaction by the fact that the masses of the s-quarks are usually larger than that of the gauge boson Z 0 . In the limit in which the LSP is a pure bino (C 11 = 1, C 21 = 0) we obtain
Assuming further that χũ R = χd
If, on the other hand, the LSP were the photino (C 11 = cosθ W , C 21 = sinθ W , C 31 = C 41 = 0) and the s-quarks were degenerate there would be no coherent contribution
Employing a Fierz transformation we can cast it in the form
and an analogous equation for ∆d. Here u indicate quarks with charge 2/3 and d quarks with charge -1/3.
In going to the nucleon level and ignoring the negligible pseudoscalar and tensor components in the spirit of Ref. [33] we obtain
3) The appearance of scalar terms in s-quark exchange has been first noticed in Ref. [7] It has also been noticed there that one should consider explicitly the effects of quarks other than u and d [10] in going from the quark to the nucleon level. We first notice that with the exception of t s-quark theq L −q R mixing small. Thus
Then the amplitude for this s-quark contribution is proportional to the quark mass (à la Higgs). Thus the amplitude for finding such quarks in the nucleon can be computed in a way which is similar to that of the Higgs coupling (see Sec. 2.2.3). For the t s-quark the mixing is complete, which implies that the amplitude is independent of the top quark mass. Hence in the case of the top quark we do not get an extra enhancement in going from the quark to the nucleon level. As we will see in the next section we get an enhancement due to quarks other than u and d (see model B in the next section). This is not enough, however, to dominate even over βf 0 V in the SUSY parameter space considered here. Thus, f 0 S (q) can be neglected in front of the isoscalar scalar coupling coming from Higgs exchange (see sect. 2.2.3).
2.2.3
The intermediate Higgs contribution
The coherent scattering can be mediated via the intermediate Higgs particles which survive as physical particles (see Fig. 2 ). The relevant interaction can arise out of the Higgs-Higgsino-gaugino interaction which takes the form
Proceeding as above we can expressW anB in terms of the appropriate eigenstates and retain the LSP to obtain
We can now proceed further and express the fields H 0 1 * , H 0 2 * in terms of the physical fields h, H and A. The term which contains A will be neglected, since it yields only a pseudoscalar coupling which does not lead to coherence.
where m N is the nucleon mass, and the parameters m h , m H and α depend on the SUSY parameter space (see Table 1 ). If one ignores quarks other than u and d (model A) and uses
As we have already mentioned, one has to be a bit more careful in handling quarks other than u and d since their couplings are proportional to their mass. [10, 11] One encounters in the nucleon not only sea quarks (uū, dd and ss) but the heavier quarks also due to QCD effects, which were estimated at the one loop level in Ref. [34, 35] This way one obtains the pseudoscalar Higgs-nucleon coupling f 0 s (H) by using effective quark masses as follows
where m N is the nucleon mass. The isovector contribution is now negligible. The parameters f can be obtained by chiral symmetry breaking terms in relation to phase shift and dispersion analysis. [10, 11] Following Cheng [34, 35] we obtain
Another possible solution is
In the present work we will consider these solutions (models B and C) and compare them with the solution obtained in the spirit of Addler et al. [33] (Model A above). For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to Refs. [10, 11] 2.3
Expressions for the nuclear matrix elements
Combining for results of the previous section we can write
We have neglected the uninteresting pseudoscalar and tensor currents. Note that, due to the Majorana nature of the LSP,χ 1 γ λ χ 1 = 0 (identically). We have seen that, the vector and axial vector form factors can arise out of Z-exchange and s-quark exchange. [6] - [4] They have uncertainties in them. Here we consider the three choices in the allowed parameter space of Ref. [30] and the eight parameter choices of Ref. [31] These involve universal soft breaking masses at the scale. Nonuniversal masses have also recently been employed. [10] - [13] In our choice of the parameters the LSP is mostly a gaugino. Thus, the Z-contribution is small. It may become dominant in models in which the LSP happens to be primarily a Higgsino. [36] The transition from the quark to the nucleon level is pretty straightforward in the case of vector current contribution. We will see later that, due to the Majorana nature of the LSP, the contribution of the vector current, which can lead to a coherent effect of all nucleons, is suppressed. [4] The vector current is effectively multiplied by a factor of β = v/c, v is the velocity of LSP (see Tables 2(a),(b)). Thus, the axial current, especially in the case of light and medium mass nuclei, cannot be ignored.
For the isovector axial current one is pretty confident about how to go from the quark to the nucleon level. We know from ordinary weak decays that the coupling merely gets renormalized from g A = 1 to g A = 1.24. For the isoscalar axial current the situation is not completely clear. The naive quark model (NQM) would give a renormalization parameter of unity (the same as the isovector vector current). This point of view has, however, changed in recent years due to the so-called spin crisis, [37] - [39] i.e. the fact that in the EMC data [37] it appears that only a small fraction of the proton spin arises from the quarks. Thus, one may have to renormalize f 0 A by g 0 A = 0.28, for u and d quarks, and g 0 A = −0.16 for the strange quarks, [38, 39] i.e. a total factor of 0.12. These two possibilities, labeled as NQM and EMC, are listed in Tables 2(a),(b). One cannot completely rule out the possibility that the actual value maybe anywhere in the above mentioned region. [39] The scalar form factors arise out of the Higgs exchange or via s-quark exchange when there is mixing [10] between s-quarksq L andq R (the partners of the left-handed and right-handed quarks). We have seen in Ref. [4] that they have two types of uncertainties in them. One, which is the most important, at the quark level due to the uncertainties in the Higgs sector. The actual values of the parameters f 0 S and f 1 S used here, arising mainly from Higgs exchange, were obtained by considering 1-loop corrections in the Higgs sector. As a result, the lightest Higgs mass is now a bit higher, i.e. more massive than the value of the Z-boson. [16, 17] The other type of uncertainty is related to the step going from the quark to the nucleon level [10] (see sect. 2.2.3). Such couplings are proportional to the quark masses, and hence sensitive to the small admixtures of(q other than u and d) present in the nucleon. Again values of f 0 S and f 1 S in the allowed SUSY parameter space are considered (see Tables 2(a),(b)).
The invariant amplitude in the case of non-relativistic LSP can now be cast in the form [4] 
where m x is the LSP mass, |J 0 | and |J| indicate the matrix elements of the time and space components of the current J λ of Eq. (47), respectively, and J represents the matrix element of the scalar current J of Eq. (49). Notice that |J 0 | 2 is multiplied by β 2 (the suppression due to the Majorana nature of LSP mentioned above). It is straightforward to show that
with F (q 2 ) the nuclear form factor and
where σ(j), τ 3 (j), x j are the spin, third component of isospin (τ 3 |p = |p ) and coordinate of the j-th nucleon and q is the momentum transferred to the nucleus.
The differential cross section in the laboratory frame takes the form [4] dσ dΩ
where m N is the proton mass, η = m x /m N A, ξ =p i ·q ≥ 0 (forward scattering) and
The momentum transfer q is given by
Some values of q 0 (forward momentum transfer) for some characteristic values of m x and representative nuclear systems (light, medium and heavy) are given in Table 3 . It is clear from Eq. (57) that the momentum transfer can be sizable for large m x and heavy nuclei (η small).
The total cross section can be cast in the form
The quantities I ρ entering Eq. (58) are defined as (see Fig. 3 )
where F (q) the nuclear form factor and u 0 = q 2 0 b 2 /2 (60)
Using appropriate expressions for the form factors (in a harmonic oscillator basis with size parameter b) we obtain [40] - [42] I
are given in Ref., [40] for light and medium nuclei, and in Ref. [41] for heavy nuclei.
The integrals I ρρ ′ , with ρ, ρ ′ = 0, 1, (see Fig. 4 ) result by following the standard procedure of the multipole expansion of the e −iq·r in Eq. (54). One finds
where, in the special case in which the ground state of 207 P b is approximated by a 2p 1/2 neutron-hole, one finds I 00 = I 01 = I 11 = 2
Even though the probability of finding a pure 2p 1/2 neutron hole in the 1 2 − ground state of 207 P b is greater than 95%, the ground state magnetic moment is quenched due to the 1 + p-h excitation involving the spin orbit partners. Hence, we expect a similar suppression of the isovector spin matrix elements [43] - [45] (see Table 4 (a),(b)). For comparison, we present our results for A = 207 together with those of A = 29 and A = 73 (Ref. [18] ) in Table 4 (a).
Convolution of the cross section with the velocity distribution
The cross sections which would be given from an LSP-detector participating in the revolution of the earth around the sun would appear retarded. In this section we are going to study this effect by using the method of folding. To this aim let us assume that the LSP is moving with velocity v z with respect to the detecting apparatus. Then the detection rate for a target with mass m is given by
where ρ(0) = 0.3GeV /cm 3 is the LSP density in our vicinity. This density has to be consistent with the LSP velocity distribution. Such a consistent choice can be a Maxwell distribution [3] f
For our purposes it is convenient to express the above distribution in the laboratory frame, i.e.
where v E is the velocity of the earth with respect to the center of the distribution. Choosing a coordinate system in whichx 2 is the axis of the galaxy,x 3 is along the sun's direction of motion (v 0 ) andx 1 =x 2 ×x 3 , we find that the position of the axis of the ecliptic is determined by the angle γ ≈ 29.80 (galactic latitude) and the azimuthal angle ω = 186.3 0 measured on the galactic plane from thex 3 axis. [46] Thus, the axis of the ecliptic lies very close to the x 2 x 3 plane and the velocity of the earth is
where v 0 is the velocity of the sun around the center of the galaxy, v 1 is the speed of the earth's revolution around the sun, α is the phase of the earth orbital motion, α = 2π(t − t 1 )/T E , where t 1 is around second of June and T E = 1year.
The mean value of the event rate of Eq. (65), is defined by
Then we can write the counting rate as
Thus, taking the polar axis in the direction v E , we get
with F 0 (χ) = χsinhχ − coshχ + 1 (76)
One can also write Eq. (75) as follows
In the case in which the first term in Eq. (76) becomes dominant, we get 
where the quantity u 0 is the one entering the nuclear form factors of Eq. (59) for v = v 0 , which in this case is given by
Afterwards, we can write Eq. (75) as
If we assume that J 00 = J 01 = J 11 , as seems to be the case for 207 P b, the spin dependent part of Eq. (78) is reduced to the familiar expression f 0
where the quantity in the bracket represents the spin matrix element at q = 0.
The parametersJ 0 , J ρ , J ρσ describe the scalar, vector and spin part of the counting rate, respectively, and they are given bỹ
The parameters I ρ , I ρσ have been discussed in the previous section (see Figs. 3 and 4) . The above integrals are functions of λ and u 0 . The latter depends on v 0 , the nuclear parameters and the LSP mass. These integrals can only be done numerically. Since, however, λ is close to unity, we can expand in powers of δ and make explicit the dependence of these integrals on the earth's motion. Thus,J
The integralsK 0 0 , K 0 ρ and K 0 ρσ are normalized so that they become unity at u 0 = 0 (negligible momentum transfer). We find
with F 0 (χ) given in Eq. (76) and
The counting rate can thus be cast in the form
where dN dt 0 is the rate obtained from the l = 0 multipole and h the amplitude of the oscillation, i.e. the ratio of the component of the multipole l = 1 to that of the multipole l = 0. Below (see also Tables 5(a),(b)) we compute separately the amplitude of oscillation for the scalar, vector and spin parts of the event rate i.e. the quantity h = δsinγ K 1 (u 0 )/K 0 (u 0 ). Note the presence of the geometric factor sinγ = 1/2, which reduces the modulation effect.
In order to get some idea of the dependence of the counting rate on the earth's motion, we will evaluate the above expressions at u 0 = 0. We get
≈ 0.402 (99) 
We see that, the modulation of the detection rate due to the earth's motion is quite small (h ≈ 0.05). The corresponding amplitude of oscillation in the coherent vector contribution, Eq. (101), is a bit bigger (h ≈ 0.10). However, this contribution is suppressed due to the Majorana nature of LSP (through the factor β 2 ). The modulation due to the Earth's rotation is expected to be even smaller.
The exact K l integrals, for the l=0 and l=1, are shown in Figs. 5(a),(b), (c). The most important of these integrals, those of Eq. (93) associated with the scalar interaction, are shown in Fig. 5(a) . In Fig. 5(b) we present the integrals of Eq. (94) for ρ = 0 associated with the vector interaction (the integral for ρ = 1 is analogous but it is less important). Finally in Fig. 5 (c) the integrals of Eq. (95) for ρ = 1 and σ = 1 are shown. The others are practically indistinguishable from these and are not shown (see Ref. [41] ).
Before closing this section we should mention that, the folding procedure can also be applied in the differential rate in order to obtain the corresponding convoluted expression for dσ/dΩ, i.e. before doing the angular integration in Eq. (55) and obtain the total cross section Eq. (58). In fact this may be important since the modulation effect in the total cross section is small due to cancellations. In fact preliminary results indicate that the modulation effect can get as high as 20%. The high value occurs, unfortunately, in the regions where the total differential rate becomes too small.
Results and discussion
The three basic ingredients of our calculation were the input SUSY parameters, a quark model for the nucleon and the structure of the nuclei involved. The input SUSY parameters used for the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 have been calculated in a phenomenologically allowed parameter space (cases #1, #2, #3 of Ref. [30] and cases #4-9 of Ref. [31] For the coherent part (scalar and vector) we used realistic nuclear form factors and studied three nuclei, representatives of the light, medium and heavy nuclear isotopes (Ca, Ge and P b). In Tables 5(a),(b) and 6 we show the results obtained for three different quark models denoted by A (only quarks u and d) and B, C (heavy quarks in the nucleon). We see that the results vary substantially and are very sensitive to the presence of quarks other than u and d into the nucleon.
The spin contribution, arising from the axial current, was computed in the case of 207 P b system. For the isovector axial coupling the transition from the quark to the nucleon level is trivial (a factor of g A = 1.25). For the isoscalar axial current we considered two possibilities depending on the portion of the nucleon spin which is attributed to the quarks, indicated by EMC and NQM. [5] The ground state wave function of 208 P b was obtained by diagonalizing the nuclear Hamiltonian [42] - [44] in a 2h-1p space which is standard for this doubly magic nucleus. The momentum dependence of the matrix elements was taken into account and all relevant multipoles were retained (here only λ = 0 and λ = 2).
In Table 4 (a), we compare the spin matrix elements at q = 0 for the most popular targets considered for LSP detection 207 P b, 73 Ge and 29 Si. We see that, even though the spin matrix elements Ω 2 are even a factor of three smaller than those for 73 Ge obtained in Ref. [18] (see Table  4 (a)), their contribution to the total cross section is almost the same (see Table 4 (b)) for LSP masses around 100 GeV . Our final results for the quark models (A, B, C, NQM, EMC) are presented in Tables 5(a),(b) for SUSY models #1-#3 [30] and Table 6 for SUSY models #4-#9. [31] 
Conclusions
In the present study we found that for heavy LSP and heavy nuclei the results are sensitive to the momentum transfer as well as to the LSP mass and other SUSY parameters. From the Tables 5(a),(b) and 6 we see that, the results are also sensitive to the quark structure of the nucleon. We can, however, draw the following general conclusions. (ii) The folding of the total event rate with the velocity distribution provides the total modulation effect h. In all cases it is small, less than ±5%.
(iii) The spin contribution is sensitive to the nuclear structure. It is undetectable if the LSP is primarily a gaugino. Table 3 . The quantity q 0 (forward momentum transfer) in units of f m −1 for three values of m 1 and three typical nuclei. In determining q 0 the value β 2 1/2 = 10 −3 was employed. Fig. 1 . Two diagrams which contribute to the elastic scattering of LSP with nuclei: Z-exchange in Fig. 1(a) and s-quark exchange in Fig. 1(b) . Due to the Majorana nature of LSP only its pseudovector coupling contributes. J λ can be parametrized in terms of four form factors f 0 V , f 1 V , f 0 A , f 1 A . The scalar terms arising from s-quark mixing are negligible in the SUSY parameter space considered here. Fig. 5(c) . The other integrals K l 00 and K l 01 are similar to K l 11 .
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